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ROBDYRDEK 

WORTHMORETHANITSWEIGHTINGOLD... 
THE LIGHTEST, MOST DURABLE SKATE SHOE MONEY CAN BUY. 
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SIGNATURE SHOE PICTURED: 
DYRDEK3 

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEB. 
SITE AT DCSHOECOUSA.COM 
"TO SEE ROB'S NEW SHOES IN 

NAVY AND BLACK. 
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tpoclupeion 
W: are often misunderstood to be cold and heartless individuals here at Bic BROTHER, 
W:: | can assure you this is simply not the case. True, our hearts may beat fo the tune 
of aidifiere h ic n tipper. al ti ), but there still 

eryone's litle pumper. K 
the one paved in gold (ust lke 

se company the DC Shoe team o 
Eurosupertour, a two week juggernaut folling through four major cities: 
Stockholm, Sweden; Amsterdam, Holland; London, England; and 
Frankfurt, Germany. All he expected in return for this gesture 
was a little bit of coverage, and out of the goodness of our 

Ir and its participants, AR. 
Should any of our other valued ad¥enisers feel slightly 

utoff by our lopsided devotion of coverage, please be advised that this 
very same offer is extended to you as well. Our staff is eagerly stand- 

ing by, readily available to be drop-shipped into any geographi- 

cal locale you may have. We're particularly interested 

in Japan, Brazil, Ireland and select Indonesian Isles of 

“Get yo" shoe out my ma’ fuckin’ face!"-Little metal man sitting on bench formation 
“Get yo" face off my ma’ fuckin’ shoe!"-Rick Howard In Zandvoort, Holland 
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by Chris Pontius 

Please be advised, Bic BrotHer does not edit letters for 
spelling, content or punctuation. If this offends you, please 

drop the magazine immediately and run around in circles. 

Write to: Bia BROTHER Letters 
8484 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #310 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Or e-mail: bigbrothers@Ifp.com 

DISGRUNTLED SECRETARY 
First off | hate posers. Posers are the worst people in the world. Just 

because they have a certain shirt, CD, or having a skateboard they automat- 
ically think they're cool... well your not! My friend and I kick the living shit 
out of you posers, so if your out there beware of us who aren't posers. 
Secondly if you own a skateboard (brand name) and you suck... sell it! Now 
that | have that out of the way if they're are any people out there that attract, 
injuries to there self don't feel bad. In the past month | have got stitches in 
my eye, burned my leg with the iron, stapled my hand to the couch, and fall- 
en down a few flights steps. 

Bite me, posers, 
Craig Sarkis 

St. Louis, MO 

Wfyou're such a tough man, what the hell are you ironing clothes for? That's 
woman's work! You also have been using a stapler...Craig, are you a male 
secretary? It makes me excited to know that there's some mad, deranged 
‘male secretary running around St, Louis beating up on the beginning 

skaters. —Chris 

DAYDREAMS OF A 
MILITARY WIFE 

This is in response to Jamie Thomas’ quote in issue #26: | have never 
felt compelled to write to Big Brother before but taday when I read where 
Jamie Thomas said he "must be the ugliest dude in skateboarding’, | knew | 
had to. There is no way in Hell he is the ugliest dude, He's the FUCKING 
HOTTEST! He's so fine | daydream about him constantly! He's so manly w/ 
those sexy big arms, OH GOD he could envelope me in them whenever! Let 
me put it to you simply, 'd fuck him anytime, anyplace, anywhere! I'd fly out 
to meet him, ditch my boyfriend if | had to—only just to do him! (Jamie) Who 
cares, | bet it would be worth it, huh Jamie? GOD DAMN, He's so fine. Don't 
ever think you're ugly dude because you're the hottest skater I've seen since 
|'used to love Natas Kaupas back in the day! 

Later, 
AJM. 

‘Akron, OH 

I don't know if it was a good idea to reveal your once having a crush on Natas. 
Suppose you do fly out to San Diego to make love to the daring Jamie 
Thomas. What if you do successfully mount yourself upon Jamie's penis, and 
‘he looks up to see you lusttully gazing and blowing kisses to the north—more 
specifically, Santa Monica—home of the innovative Natas Kaupas! Don't you 
think it might hurt his feelings a litle bit? Skateboarders are not pieces of 
‘meat, and you need to learn to respect them as human beings!—Chris 

NOT EVERYONE'S FAVORITE 
COLOR IS YELLOW 

During a recent trip to Disneyland, | saw two different people wearing 
Hook-Ups caps. When asked what it was on their hats, one 40-ish dad said, 
"My daughter loves Sailor Moon.” The other, a beety-looking jock, replied, 
“It's that cartoon in Japan.” | guess these people didn’t know it was a skate- 
board company. | have also seen a fair amount of rollerbladers wearing this 
same brand of clothing. They must not have known either. 

Jeremy Klein is still pumping out tons of that Japanimation crap, and 
who's buying it? Certainly not skateboarders. When he first started Hook- 
Ups, it was cute, new and exciting. “Hey, check me out, my T-shirt has a 
Japanese cartoon character on i.” It caught on, and eventually he had to go 
back to Little Tokyo and buy some more comic books to get new artwork 
from. This kept up for a while, and since he didn’t have to pay any pros or 
artists, Hook-Ups continued to make money. Since skateboarding is back on 
the rise, and young kids are starting to get into it for the first time, some are 
lured to the cute Japanese style graphics on T-shirts and boards. Most of 
these youngsters probably realize at one point, ‘Hey, none of my favorite 
skaters ever wear this stuff” Fortunately for Mr. Klein, the rave scene has 
been getting popular and these “ravers” or “club kids” seem to love 
Japanese comics and related clothing. 

Hasn't anyone ever told Jeremy Kiein that ripping off Japanese artwork 
has nothing to do with skateboarding? Maybe he has never travelled too far 
from Torrance to see what skateboarding is really about. Is his fetish for Asian 
women blinding him from having a clear view of his stale, go nowhere com- 
pany? Or maybe he thinks skateboarders are blind and can't see that his fake- 
ass ads of being kicked in the face are nothing more than some crafty com- 
puter skills, | still fall to see how a skateboard company without a team con- 

eS to exist. Just so Mr. Klein won't cry or become upset, | want to reassure 
him that | always keep at least one Hook-Ups board in my shop. There's 
always the chance that a rollerblader will convert to skating and buy a board, 
or maybe one of his many team riders will be skating in LA. and break a 
board, 

Dan Drutf 
Hot Rod Skate Shop 

Los Angeles, CA 

‘Dan, you've lost touch with your youth. Remember when you were a kid, and 
you and your friends stayed up late watching karate movies? They made you 
feel like you were invincible. Your mind and spirit were as one, Then you guys 
would sneak out of the house and steal cigarettes from the convenience store. 
These Hook-Ups graphics are what being a kid is all about!—Chris 

review of the video It Could 
Happen To You. On the box cover 
they have a picture of Kay & 
Seduction with Jeff Kendall from 
Resedo CA, | was wondering if this 
was the same Jeff Kendall that 
skated for Santa Cruz. | haven't 
read about it in Strange Tales yet 
Strange Dayz indeed? 

Por again, 
Aaron Astrup 
Chicago, IL 

It must be the same guy. How many 
people do you see walking around 
named Jeff Kendall? Let me tell you 
how it all happened. When I was a 
seventh grader, | went to a demo 
featuring Rob Roskopp at my local 
Surf and Skate. The Santa Cruz 
team spokesman was there telling us about the new Kendall street deck that 
was coming out. He bragged about discovering that Kendall was even better 
at street than he was at vert. Years later, the spokesman was fired from Santa 
Cruz and resorted to a career in pornography. Stil dealing with an obsession 
with Jeff Kendall, he had been sneaking around in the bushes by Jeff's house 
late at night, spying on him. He peeped into Jett's window and watched in 
amazement as Jeff made love to a beautiful, naked lady. Overwhelmed with 
excitement, the ex-spokesman broke through the window and told Jeff he was 
‘even better at fucking than he was at street skating, and if he could do that in 
front of a camera, he'd be rich and famous. The next day the threesome flew 
down to Reseda. Jeff treated intercourse in front of the camera the same way 
hhe did while filming for skate videos and became a star!—Chris 
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INSPIRATIONAL CIGARETTE 

STORY 
Hi everyone at Big Brother, 

| am very disturbed at what may have been but seems not to have been 

given, thats effort to keep skateboarding RAW! and an everiasting form of youth, 

not a corporate piece of shit. Maybe its just me but | enjoy the fact that with skate~ 

boarding and being skaterss we can express ourselves in basically anyway we 

feel fit. | admire you guys for taking your mag to higher level, as well as the 

sport, but Larry Flynt is @ preverted old man who knows shit about skateboarding 

and only wants money to spend on hookers and cars. So maybe its good to be in 

a highrise office building, but | prefer the streets, a good cigarette, and my skate- 

board. thats just how | feel, so just keep it REAL! as possible with the censors 

breathing down your necks. PEACE! Sincerely, 
Will Jackson!!! 

Whairy, NC 

like to wander the streets smoking too.—Chris 

SEAN GULINO’S A PUSSY’ 

Dammit, | had more faith in Simon. First of all, | agree that chickz shouldn't 

skate, They look stoopid. ! thought that Simon's response to that chick, back in 

BB #25, wuz wicked funny. (the chick that started all this krap live in a town not 

far away from me and i've Konsidered hunting her down) then all these bitches 

hhad to write in and piss on Simon which is totally unfair. Then it got worse when 

‘Simon responded like he did. | couldn't believe that he'd even think of giving 

them the satisfaction. The way | see it, chicks should stay off boards and just do 

what you were made for, being our sex toys. And Simon, get your nuts out of 

your moms purse and stand up to these whores. Peace. 
Sean Gulino 

Elmwood Park, NJ 

You are an idiot. Simon's article was stupid, but I stl ike him because | figure, like 

alcohol and Christianity, sexism was just a phase. But peaple like you take it serious. 

J notice by your last name that youre an Italian, and | think almost every gil Ive made 

ove to has been an Italian. How does it feel to know that hail-breeds and niggers are 

fucking your women? In the words of Bab Dylan, “You never tured around to see the 

frowns on the jugglers and the clowns when they all dd tricks for you.’—Chris 

BWM culate argc a = 

He: a litle tick you can play on a friend, an enemy, a parent or anyone who 

lonns a car. Remove their license plate frame and replace it with one of your 
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so, we got Julie. a Penthouse Pet of The Year, and now we feel extremely 
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SEND $1 FOR 
STICKER/ INFO. 
1947 N. ALTA VISTA #8 
HOLLYWOOD 
CALIFORNIA 
90046 

CHRIS LIVINGSTON 
KICK FLIP BODY JAR 

PHOTOS: RUDY 
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“the incentive on this:next big brother 
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“all my dreams finally came true— 
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“{hill] danforth could come back now.” 
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poeuty 
Before the Dawn 

In celebration of his brand-new Chevy Astro 
van, Mike Ballard il-fatedly decided to pack up his 
team of Supernauts and take them up to the 
Pacific Northwest on a litle road trip. Things start- 
ed to. go awry from the get-go, when after picking 
up Cairo Foster in San Francisco, Paul Sharpe 
was entrusted with the wheel. Somewhere around 
Hayward, California, Ballard was shaken awake 
from:his nap to find that everyone else in the van 
had dozed off as well—including Paul, The shim- 
ying that had stirred him up from his slumber was 
their Astro van running into the side of a semitrailer 
being driven beside them in 
the right lane of the high- 
way. Fortunately, Paul had 
the foresight to leave the 
van on cruise control 
before nodding off, and 
since the van pulled to the 
right anyway, it was kept in 
line by the semi as it 
bumped alongside of it 
down the highway. After 
narrowly escaping a high 
five with Mr. Death, they 
eventually reached 
Portland, Oregon, around 
2:30 in the morning and 
parked the van at the 
Burnside skate park, 
where they'd planned on 
staying until sunup. A little 
after three in the morning, 
Osage, a Bumside local, 
approached the van and 
asked if they had any 
smokes and where they 
were from. Paul replied, 
"San Jose,” and Osage 
walked off. Minutes later 
the Supernauts began 
hearing the pitter-patter of 
stones raining down on 
their van. Poking their 
heads out, they saw Osage 
down the street pelting large rocks at them and, in 
between throws, yelling, “Get outta here! Leave!’ 
Ballard had the guys pull the van up the street, and 
when Osage came running after them with more 
rocks, Mike stepped out and politely asked him 
what the reasoning was for them being driven off 
the premises in so rude a manner. Osage's only 
reply was that if they didn't leave immediately, he 
was going to go and get the other locals and break 
both of Mike's arms, This sounded like reason 
enough to Mike at the time, so they promptly left 
Portland to see if Seattle's “Welcome Wagon” was 
any friendlier—which it was. End of story. 

Take on the World 
Attomeys representing World Industries served 

up a legal can of whoop-ass to Simon Woodstock in 
June, by informing him that he was about to be sued 
by their client (possibly in the federal court arena), due 
to an inflammatory advertisement Woodstock 
‘Skateboards had run featuring a caricature of Steve 
Rocco being sodomized in the butt by his very own 
Devil Man™ character while a bewildered Flame 
Boy"™ watched on. Apparently the Devil Man"™ and 
Flame Boy™ characters were trademarked property 
of World Industries and, like the Wu Tang Clan, are 
nothing to fuck with—neither is Rocco, for that matter, 

Jeremy Wray, the “Buckaroo Banzai" for a new generation, 

because he was suing for defamation of character as 
well. Rather than allowing himself to be dragged into 
the financial pt of the court system, Simon offered to 
sit down and politely discuss the matter with World 
CEO Frank Messman and their attomey. The first 
meeting went very well, all things considered, and a 
‘second meeting was set for July 10, which would also 
be attended by Rocco and Rich Metiver, the financier 
of Woodstock Skateboards. The two parties eventual- 
ly agreed on an out-of-court settlement, and Metiver 
allegedly handed over a check to Rocco on the spot 
for a sum no less than $50,000. That's mad dead 
presidents, kid, 



Tyrant 
For years, skateboarders have scoffed at the 

encroachment of major corporations into the skate 

world and justly so, considering all previous involve- 

‘ment with them has shown their only motivation is to 

be sucking the excess dollars from our “fad” until the 
cash well is bone fucking dry, but there appears to 

be one corporation who is attempting to change that 

image. Alter running a series of successfully humor- 
‘ous commercials during the X-games broadcast in 
June, featuring the trials and tribulations of the urban. 

skateboarder, Nike is presenting the YMCA of 

Encinitas, California, with a check for $100,000 in 

order to fund the development of a new skate facili- 

ty. That's mad wood, kid. 

Hell Bent for Leather 
During the recent summer contest series in 

Europe, Moses Itkonen found himself relieved of all 
his travel baggage while in Minster, Germany. 
‘Supposedly, Moses had left a bag of his containing 
pads and miscellaneous personal belongings (ie., 
passport and hotel key) up on the deck of the vert 
ramp, and when he went to retrieve it later, he dis- 
covered it “missing,” By the time he returned to the 
hotel that day, his room had been entirely cleaned 
out of all his belongings (and a bag of Justin 
Bokma's too) by the ruthless, little German mén- 
sters. Kareem Campbell was rumored to have been 
a victim of a similar crime as well. 

Grinder 
Hyper, the supplier of urethane to the skate- 

board world, has purchased the rights to the 
Channel 1 and Black Label names. Marty Jiminez 
Will continue to handle the marketing/design for 
Channel 1, as will John Lucero for Black Label. 
Chad Muska is mating with Distribution 13 and giv- 
ing birth to Ghetto Child Wheels, a new wheel com- 
pany, which will also involve Tom Penny and Sean 
Sheffey. Jeremy Wray's line of signature shoes, 
Dukes, has been discontinued by World 
Industries. Jaya Banderov managed to prevent the 
‘Adrenalin name from becoming lost in the compost 
heap of dead skateboard companies after securing 
financial backing from an undisclosed source (there 
was a rumor circulating that this was Nike, who just 
‘so happens to be Jaya's new shoe sponsor, but this 
has been reported to be false). Except for one of its 
original founding riders, Chris Senn, Adrenalin will 

consist ofits previous team of Jaya, Mike Manzoori, 
Hanzy Driscoll and Justin Strubing as pros, along 
with Mike Chin and Toad as amateurs. 

Metal Gods 
Vans is continuing to fill their soles with pro rid- 

ers. Mike Frazier, who quit his former sponsor of 
Airwalk, and Willy Santos, who left his Duffs shoe 
in the dust, are their latest high-profile/dollar addi 
tions, Steve Olson shuttled his feet over to Kastel. 
East Coaster Ryan Wilburn is turning the volume up 
one louder on Stereo. Platinum picked up skate- 
board workhorse Jason Maxwell after he was left 
out on the doorstep at World Industries. Ryan 
Hickey was released from the Capital pro team 
‘once it was discovered that he'd been feeling out 
other companies, and Jim Mencer was picked up in 
his stead as amateur. Jayme Fortune, after invest- 
ing years of loving devotion to Powell, up and 
packed his bags once he realized they didn’t have 
any future plans for him as a pro rider. After laying 

Poor Old Mike... 

M 6 Ballard has provided us with an 
array of priceless photographic images 

‘over the years, many of which, in fact most, 
have been printed without mention of the big 
fella's involvement. A cover is a very big deal 
for a photographer, and to shoot one, have it 
printed and displayed on newsstands all over 
the world is perhaps one of the most coveted 
prizes in one’s portfolio, not to mention a fine 
‘addition to any bank account. Though Ballard 
has shot a couple of covers for us, and we 
did give him his due, there have been four 
other covers which, if it weren't for the fact 
that he didn’t physically release the camera's 
shutter, belong to him. We would like to take 
this occasion to unveil those covers and give 
the exile the credit he deserves (but we're 
stil not going to pay him), 

First, there was the Hermano Grandeissue, which featured a blurry Steve 

Bic BROTH) 

same trick. 
Mike and Rick have been playing a 

game of photographic “HORSE” for a few 
years now. I think they both have “H-O-R.” 
Lastly, we would like to let you know that 

Berra kick-flipping behind a tortoise crossing a desert highway. Though Rick 
leaned over and released the shutter on the rented camera, it was Ballarc’s 
efforts that made it happen. Second, the cover for issue #666, which showed 
a satanic Steve Olson ollieing over a pile of 
burning Bibles, couldn't have happened 
without ol’ Mike either. Even if God saw that 
issue, though, he wouldn't know to place the 
name Mike Ballard on the list with the rest of 
the damned because we didn't mention his 
Goddamn involvement. But he held the 
flash! (You know, Satan is also known as 
“the bringer of light”) Thirdly, there was our 
last issue with Cilydette ollieing over the 
bushes. That shot, though taken by Rick, 
was identical to a shot that Ballard had 
taken at the same spot of Elissa doing the 

Look kind of familiar? 
‘some foul play was involved in this month's cover as well. You see, Hut is performing not for Dimitry 
but for Ballard. Photographic slave strobes, as you know, do not only obay thelr master’s orders but 
respond {0 any old shutterbug's command to go “POP"! Our cover is yet another example of photo- 
graphic poaching. Way to go Dimitry. Sorry, Mike. Hang in there, man. Be cool, okay?—Dave Camie 

low for a few months down at Doug and Gish’s 
Indian Ink screening operation in Costa Mesa, 
California, Mark Oblow is on the verge of making his 
comeback with a new board company called 
Welcome Back Kotter. Supposedly, he already has 
a line on a Puerto Rican skater but stil needs an 
Htalian, a Black and a skinny Jewish guy with a big 
nose before he can achieve his dream team. If 
you're currently wallowing in professional obscurity 
and feel you fulfill any of these requirements, please 
forward your resumé and video over to Giant 
Distribution, care of Oblow. 

Breaking tt 
Alter a few happy months of looting the pom 

storage room here at Flynt of all its copies of HUS- 
TLER'S BARELY LEGAL, HUSTLER and CHIC, the 
executive hammer finally came down and banned us 
from crossing its threshold ever again. Apparently, 

Larry had requested to see a sampling of new issues 
and sent one of his bodyguards down to retrieve 
some but, due to Dimitry and Kosick’s frequent 
trips there, all that was left were some assorted 
issues of HUSTLER COMIX and RAGE. It didn't 
take long for the higher-ups to track down where all 
the issues were going, and the call came down an 

hour or so later, informing us of our banishment. Shit 

Screaming for Vengeance 
It has recently been brought to our attention 

that Joel Patterson is under the impression that 
we don't like him. Well, in all honesty, this couldn't 
be further from the truth. Most assuredly, never in 
all our years of skateboarding have any of us 
looked more forward to actually reading each and 
every new issue of TransWorld that comes out. If 
for some reason you doubt this, then you obvious- 
ly aren't reading Joel. 
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s Poe up from the depths of a deep and drunken sleep, ! found myself beached 
in the land of the conscious with that peculiar sensation of not knowing exactly 

An eae en Orn IO ee eioiet eet ee) 
from my eyes, i appeared that I somehow wound up passing outin an Ikea showroom, 
Ronen cnc esc ce 
achieved a "blackout” experience before, | briefly considered patting myself on the back 
for a job well done, but while panning the surroundings, | seared my retinas on a razor 
PEC eeu ee neuen te cere ieee Me Lesa 
clock, though, revealed ito be only slightly past four in the morning and only then did | 
recall that'd been physically displaced to Stockholm, Sweden, the previous day. 

The first item to pop up in my slide show of memories was our surprisingly innocu- 
ous plane flight—rarely does a close encounter with fre liquor allow such an extraordi- 
nary event. Only once, midtigh, di the atmospheric conditions of the cabin favorably 
approach those of cyclonic tendencies, wien a gambling warm front comprised of Rob 
Dyrdek, Rudy Johnson, Rick Howard and Ken Block slammed head-on into an alcoholic 
Cold front of Jeff Tremaine, who'd been pifering tiny liqueurs from the storage area in 
back. Voices began to swell, young girls surged to the fore and $20 bills were rapidly 
Some eens oy eM ce uae 
twisting into blockbuster proportions, Dyrdek rapidly cooled off after realizing he'd just 
lost $100 in @ matter of minutes, and the stewardesses pulled the plug on our intemna- 
tional booze privileges. (Supposedly, this was ‘cause “someone” in our group had 
allegedly used the contents of thelr stomach to redecorate the bathroom like a Jackson 
Pollock painting—a quick stomach count declared otherwise, though.) The final cap in 
Pee ue ou uu sents seo 
ese a eer OM nl ee Meat otter 
the party somewhere else?" And with that, our funnel cloud of fun dissipated, dropping 
us all info passing states of being that could only be described as blasphemous mock- 
ere eto 
See ieee ee esc RS mae es 

atten be quite a doozy, It only stands to reason ‘cause any release from the hours of fel- 
Tek ae EMEC ec mu oer) 
and more than just cause for celebration, No one enjoys this time more than | because as 
the journalist, i's always a good indicator of things to come. it’s kinda like going tothe 
Faces when the forses are trotted out, prior tothe big race, so bettors can make their pre- 
dictions as to wh the champs may be, as well as any potential dark horses. My early pro- 
jections consisted of Caine Gayle, Kelly Bird, Dyrdek (even though he more closely 
resembles a jockey) and Dimitry tobe the fist ones out ofthe gate, with Carl Shipman as 
Bo ae nce oe neO Cum el en ea See Sere 
prone to drunken buffoonery. Some of the more astute among you may notice the exclu- 
sion of Tremaine from this list, but | can assure you this isn't the oversight it appears 10 
be. Simply put, I don't consider him to-be a contender anymore—he's just the juiced-up 
Pec Scie 
Cenc Uc Mean Sues e Sse SueNL nee 
CMM Meno cue ene Wt Senet 

COIR ean nC 
TOSI ace oe eu 
Pee eit 
POUR es I eC 
Gregor lt it lip that he'd scheduled a bar- 
rage of press interviews for the skaters 
early the next moming. Slowly, but surely, 
CMs ee ci non toa 
Cenc cue unten 
the night—or what might as well have been 
ammeter ane cd 
up yonder near the North Pole and alte 
Pct eee io 



Back in the glorious days of yore when raping and pillaging 
weren't frowned-upon activities, the Vikings trekked across 
the Atlantic In search of foreign civilizations to subdue, com 
‘quer and mingle thelr seed with. Taking it upon himself to 
‘become the "Bringer of Payback,” Caine Gayle set foot upon 
‘Sweden with the sole intent of conquering its gaps both tar 
and wide. This was the first to fall before his mighty flip. 
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Pet tne mtr etna 
reach, a few of us removed our shoes and began pelting the incandescent little fuckers, 
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ne an diet ce met 
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cere es 
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destructive madness, the litter of bikes, flowers and 

BON AUCs CO Cee 

COCA ORCC aA 

Tres LUI SMC LO 

Pees OUR OME Rca RC 

RR OC aR SC MU 

Jeff attempted to barter the next most valuable items he 

CU ema cc 
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Pema Cn aC CU ae 

COTE eam me CRA UOC Le 

ee CCCP UE CCS eS Oe 
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pare ur waitress, Linda, whom we labeled as “Inga” instead). So far on the trip, whenever the 
ie om Sern at oS ret a eee eke ee 
is wasn real “out above the wrist." Herhan, REANIM Rac 

‘ TTC Tar CAO 

TCR CU eC OL om 

ee UME RSM MU mo 

TSCM a KC LU Lg 
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Socks on the barbie. 

A padded cell in a 
eee nes way for Dimitry. By this time, money had 

ey Pe Ae 
ee eee EDO RC ee ine aca EU 

ee 
eas 7 Dimitry gambled his liver and lost. 
ue eres 

Carroll, who swooped in for a hand here and 
Cece Ooms io 

Sono ee ac se A oe ee eee NCE 
Pom sc i nem IR nC uC) 
stakes were raised to a four-glass throat-pour for the loser, Dimitry lost, of course, and 
we all laughed in merriment as he shaved a few decades off his livers life expectancy. 
Elsewhere in the bar, Carl was toying with his mortality as well while celebrating his 23rd 
birthday, and from the amount of tequila shots lined up beside him, he apparently had nto 
Boe 
Pee ee Mo co 

bestowed upon he who attaineth the least-functioning brain cells by davin’s early light), 
CUI SCR eC eu ny 
dered into the homestretch, where they would ultimately te in a beautiful photo finish, 

Once Gregor came to the conclusion that providing for the future of his children 
might be more worthwhile than insuring the futity of ours, he closed out the tab and sent 
Pee een oe eee 
ee Tecmo s mom rT my abit, tebcee 
Cee MeL Le oma 
for a while, but then a liquor ban was imposed 
ee Aenea CO 
beast—"DC" (incidentally, Droors apparel is NOT 
en RC oa 
(eae CRC ee ce 
eM Ae ea 
Ta eu cae) 
UCR OR ecu ccm 
ee Met ene 
Poa Ree) 
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ved its surface. Enraged beyond belief, the Dolt 



a — ay. 
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Returning to normal size, Dimitry exited the stall with the flippant exclamation of, “Toilet 
broke!,” and a half hour later, he was dragged off to jail for the rest of the night. The next 
PS eI aC Mee OA Sea 

ible knack for being—uh, play- 
eee Ron cs 
any: concrete witnesses to the 
Pace mu aC 
allowed to go free of charges 

Car's saga went somewhat 
CMC 

CL RCM 
Rermetens emar anr 
Poets cckoa) 
the morning, a tequila-riddled 
Treo 
eee 
Pec oe nC 
handle the relocation of him to 
Tee ae ene 
ETO et  m 
Rec uee ne ae 
Pore a Eo) 
eC a aD 
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Pee ene eM 
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ee Ree oe ce SMS 
palm wide open. Thriled beyond belie to be dealing with a bloody Englishman at four in 
ORC eee eee cnc R On ue te 
found headache on Mike Ballard, Car's roommate. Ever since we'd first arrived in 
‘Sweden, though, Mike had been mesmerized by the Swedish nudie channel and couldn't 
be shaken from the gashes of the girls’ to 
Peon Eg 
ry task, Ken retrieved Carl from the bathroom 
ere Nec ee 
bumped into Tremaine and suocessfully com- 
Pee cn Re eur) 
eee eto er 
‘was finally presented with five measly stitches 
ane ee Rn 
ee ee Om RIC 
Sena eee 
Ecce ee cae CUA A Sc) 

with lots of seats and big, big windows that you could look out of! From experience, 
Ce TE ee Cn eee SC CuO 

went to substantial lengths to insure 
their precarious emotional stability 
PC eee 
don't take my word for it. Just ask 
PIR ce MU a 

tank adie a fe shorceene eee meme 
deep sea lle such as sun fish, sea 
turtles, tuna and a couple species the skaters dropping in one by one 

of shark. Some of the sharks lll i ep Eom Gece Hane 

Degas to go ay in stron i SON! KEITH HUF-NAGEL! SCOTT 

ti Seale By ang pete HA ha YOHN-STON!” Having the benefit of 

ate ues wake Te saline ii Tee oa 

conclusion fr thi behavior was |i : eer cue eee ls 
that either their electromagnetic night, | was impressed they were 

‘ealy depressed; Conmerasenty But skate they did! Astounding feats 

‘Tm led to believe Caine sutfered of abused athleticism on a batch of 
ftom a similar problem as well AM en eee 

ee ee Oe ae pyramid,” for instance—a three-foot- 
environment skater and any fur har caer (6 20nie Hier mney MCU ecu nce ge Cul 

result in a horrible tragedy. Kiel Mea tc og 
Ip to wall ride. ROE sic a 

foie seer 
scraps) that ha literally just been whipped up by an tkea construction team. Rick Howard 
received a tremendous “Yumping yiminy"! from the crovid for making a hairy /s pop 
shove-t to nosegrind on the palette pyramid's bar, while Caine stretched their vocal 

Cee ga 

i ma .° 

BALLARD 

Pea ned 

Caine's inclination to hurl himself 
into the walls at the demo reminds 
‘me of the time when the Monterey 
Bay Aquarium in California 
opened this huge million-gallon DAMOA way 



/ Many people would 
credit porn star Jon 
Dough as having the 

‘most creative Imagination 
when it comes to sliding 

and grinding vertical lips, but 
Colin McKay could certainly 

give him a run for his money. 
Here's the “cum-shot” of his halt- 

cab noseslide from high to low. 
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CURE aun sence my 
demo's end, my faith had been restored in the 
“professional” aspect of skateboarding; some- 
Cae Neen Tee ana 
title of *pro skater." So, pay heed, all you dis- 
Cie Sree at 
stands as the shining beacon in the north to 
Do USI MCS 
(SMS ou enon meme 
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hosted a “superafterparty” for the Supertour. 
Now if you happened to read Joel Patterson's 
een UUM ana 
in TransWorld recently, then you know that the cee reyy ees 
average male skateboarder has only two things ‘Nordic Buddha for good luck. 
‘on his mind at any given moment: skating and sex: One had already been attended to dur- 
RE RU Raa eS ese eee Mae te 
‘skateboard lore, with mythic tales of young Nordic maidens splaying themselves before 
the feet of conquering American pros, welcoming them with open legs and empty minds. 
Se Ce ween ter eM eci tne ne 
its titanio, blonde natural resources (every year they pump out a bumper crop of fantas- 
tically fine ass here; homegrown exclusively for porn industries worldwide), but alas, we 
Dee ae oe Me Oe eae Ran a 
‘Quite ripe and the not so slim, Not that this really mattered as several of the pros gleeful- 
Dae RN eC eC ene ene ae) 
Gee C UNM Au mo Nea te ane en 
ed themselves to swilling beer, talking shop with the Swedish skaters and sending the 
‘occasional wooden stool zinging through the air. 

Ce a a ee en eee eee 
Se cL ea eva aR ec Cy 

‘reaping a seminal sponge lke a few of the others had but participated in the raping of a 
SUR ea ee Scene tee Rtas 
the party, a small group of us witnessed a scuttle between a wiry, beer-blasted Sivede and 
eA MRC ECM Re MEA Ee CRT 
and amidst the skirmish, one of the guards dropped his walkie-talkie. Rick snatched it up 
before the lardass could reclaim i, though, and we promptly leaped in a cab and sped off 
Ue Ce ae SUED aCe Med cn een fe 
tons in an effort to taunt the guy as to the whereabouts of his walkie-talkie. We Were over- 
joyed when our hostage soon began squawking with an irate Swedish voice, and Rick 
Co Ee nae g 
CSM a Rus 
SRDS ne MEL Uno a ec cama ata ETD 

Se A aoe enn ee a 
‘cause he proceeded to give us a rather costly scenic tour of Stockholm before dumping 
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‘Why don't you describe yourself, in 25 words or less, 80 
the kids can decide whether they want to read your 
interview or not 
Ah, shit, What is that, like the intro? 
1 don't know. Well you don't have to doit if you don't 
want to. 

What do you mean? I don't have to do them all? I ean 
just say, ‘Nah, I don't want to do that one?” 
Yeoh, but then Fl say you're a pussy. 
So, what am I supposed todo, deseribe myself? 
Yeah, make it good, or kids won't read it. 
Oh, man. Why don't you help me on this one? 
Scott's a weirdo, Scott's got problems 

Deere sg yo ua ey 
Dee a ee) 
laundry or shower in sight is simply remarkable. Nosegrir 
See 

JT Scott, what do you want to say in your interview? 
What are you all about man? 
Ah, shit. 

JT: Besides that. What sums you up in three words? 
Tcan't talk about myself. 
‘Where are you from? 
Iwas born in San Diego, but I was raised right between 
Washington DCand Baltimore ina littlesuburb called 
Ellicott city, Maryland. 
‘What did you do there? 
Rode my bike to my friend's house and learned how 

to skate. 
Were youa skinhead? 
Nah. Don't ask that. Fuck that question, 

So, you got into skating in high school? 
Eighth grade. I was into riding bikes and playing foot- 
ball at that point 
Did you skate Lansdowne a lot? 
Yeah, my friend's parents would drop us off when we 
‘were too young to drive and just leave us there for the 
day. I met Jason Elliot there 
Nobody cares. Do you have Bast Coast pride? 
Of course. 

‘Then what are you doing in San Francisoo? 
I don’t know; fuck that question. Pride is 
fucking wack. Pride alone sucks. Pride will 
bring you down. If you get all up on your- 
selfand up on things itll bring you dawn. 
How long have you lived in SF? 
Four years, 

‘Has living there influenced your life? 
Uh, I think that I've become more health 
conscious. 
So, what do you prefer: fruits or nuts? 
Neither. I prefer fucking pasta. 
If you grew a little mustache and wore a 
leather biker hat, you'd look pretty hand- 
some. 
Erase that one. 
Didn't you say that if you've never been to 
‘SF, don't come because you won't like it? 
I never said that. I don't know who said 
that. 

Was the DC Supertour the best tour you've 
been on? 
Yeah, definitely, That was definitely a sick 
tour. That's what professional skateboard- 
ing is all about. Everyone on that team 
knows how to throw down. There wasn't 
anyone that wasn't doing their job. 
Everyone was definitely pro. 
‘What would you say was one of your most 
memorable momenta from the tour? 
‘The way the demos were was pretty sick: the 
‘way they were announced, the jerseys that 
everyone was wearing and the response the 
crowd gave the team. It was just partying 
and good demos. 

Did anything shock you? 
No, I was expecting more from the Bio BRovHER guys. 
‘They're notas crazy as I thought. 
‘That's because you missed every night, didn't you? 
The nights I went out, nothing happened. 
Tt would all happen after you'd leave, 
Yeah, 4 leave at two, and shit goes down at four. 
JT; When was the last time you got shitfaced drunk and 
‘woke up in a pool of vomit that wasn't your own vomit? 
It’s been awhile 
JT: Scott's a big nonpartier. What do you do for 

fun, Scott? 
Watch TV. Well, you saw me in Burope;I went out with 
‘you guys sometimes. 
JT. It’s no fun to be around a bunch of drunks. 
No, it’s fun. If you don't have your new shoes on. If 
you've got your old shit on, it’s cool. They can splash 
their beer all over you. 
‘Why are you such a neat freak? 
‘That’s how my mom is I just inherited it. 
‘What's the most anal thing you do? 
1 keep my clothes folded up, and my closet is organized. 
Have you ever thought of becoming the “Boy in the 
Bubble”? You know, that kid that had some disease and. 
couldn't be exposed to the outside world because any 
germ would kill him. 
Like any little wrinkle in my clothes..no, I'm not that 
bad. 
Let’seay you're skating and you soil yourself. 
Keep skating. Once you're skating, you're already dirty, 
it doesn't matter. Try not to fall. You only get dirty when 
you fll 
‘Tell em how it was eating on tour. 
Well, during the day you'd skate and eat a snack or 
whatever, but at night everyone would go out to dinner 
together. It was like a set thing at seven o'clock. The dis- 
tributor was paying for everything, so everyone was 
drinking like it was a bar. Everyone was ordering the 
best mealson the menu. I probably spent $50 on one din- 
ner. 
Were you embarrassed when that Swedish lady 
thought you were her son and tried to take you home? 
1 was still skating, She tried to tell me to get out ofthe 
way of the pros, 
‘When we were in Amsterdam, I noticed you had a little 
‘weed problem, 
I don't have no problem, buddy. 
‘We have photos that say otherwiee. 
Those photos are a joke. 
‘Who smoked more on tour, you or Sean [CliverI? 
I think Sean did—100% more. 

“Who got the ugliest hooker? 
Did anyone get hooker? 
‘Well, that depends What did you do for those three 

hours in Amsterdam when we forgot you and went to 
that skate park? 
I did nothing. 
Ob, is that what they call it these days? 
‘Ah, fuck you. You're wishing that was it, huh? You'd love 
for that to be true. It would be a good story if that was 
the truth, but it isn't. 
STS wish to God it was the truth, but I wish to God that 
itrreally isthe truth, and you're lying about it. Like you 
just pulled it off and never said anything. 
Like, I just held my shit together, like, I was drunk 

every night, but you didn’t know it. 
JT: Skated every demo drunk off your ass. 
Yeah, I got drunk during the day. 
JT: Have you been straightedge your whole life? 



Photo: What the fuck does that sign say? No orange bars: 
in the sky? What, what? Stockholm Is a weird place for 

‘nosegrinds. | 

‘Sequence: Europeans are generally regarded as quite a 
filthy bunch, especially the Germans—real dirt farmers. | 
And the tucking French bathe once a month at best, set- 
ting world records in the B.0. department. Oh, and let's 
znot forget the English, who hang thelr asses out windows, 
and shit in the streets. Disgusting! Scott demonstrates a 



No. 
‘What's the most illegal thing you've ever done? 
Hop a fence to skate a pool. I don't know; I'm pretty 
uch by the book. 
‘You ever get in any fights? 
‘When I was little kid; like when I was 12,1 was quick 
to throw itout, but [haven't fought in a long time. I was, 
probably the first to throw punches, but then I'd go 
hhome, call em up ten minutes later and see if they want- 
ed togo play. 
‘You going on tour again? 
a at the end of this month. 
fou ringing our ike? 

‘What kind of business? 
Lseriously would like to have like a delitype place. 
Kind ofa Mom-and-Pop deli. You know, me and my wife 
will work there, and well hire one kid to work there. 
‘What kind of food? 
Whatever the wife wants to make. Whatever is on the 
menu that day. 

‘Whatever the wife wants to make?! 

Yeah, whatever she wants to make. Let her cook up some 
vegetarian lasagna for the day, and that will be the spe- 
cial 
InSan Francisco? 
Maybe. Everyoneeats out in SF. It's one ofthe best cities 
for eating out. New York is like that. New York and SE. 

4 keep Iny clothes folded up, 
and iy closet is organized.” 

‘Why don't you tell the people how much you paid for 
that bike. 
Nab, it's my business. 
‘Why not? No one isgoing tosteal it, Do you got the shoes 
and the spandex too? 
Tim not trying to go that fast, 
‘Where do you go? 
Out to Marin. There's cool trails out there. Get out into 
nature, away from the city for a little bit. It's cool, 
there's no one out there but you. 
‘What did you dream about last night? 
Dude, Thad a erazy dream, Shay and I were trying tofly 
some crazy plane like off the streets. We were trying to 
bomb a good hill to get enough speed to make it take of. 

‘Do you pray before you go to bed at night? 
Nope. 
Do you believe in Jesus? 
Uh, I don't live by it, but I believe there is something 
there. There must be a reason for living, 
Do you Jead a clean life so that you'l go to heaven? 
I live clean life because that’s how I live it.I don't do 
it because I'm afraid I'l burn in hell if I don't, 
Some people do. 
Yeah, but they shouldn't think of it like that. They 
should just think, “T want to be a good person to be a 
good person.” That's it. 
‘Are you. good person? 
Timalll right. No one’s perfect. I'm not even close to per- 
fect. 
If Ken Block put his gold tooth up for auction, how 
much would you bid? 
wouldn't bid. I don’t want somebody else's tooth, 

‘What do you got going on after skating? 
don’t know. Sometimes I freak out about the future. 

I'm trying to make the best out of what I'm doing right 
now. I'm trying tosave up some money todo what I want, 
maybe start my own business. 

are more accepting of different things, different ethnic 
backgrounds and food. In DG, its like all fast food. 
People just stick to brand-name food instead of original 
stuff. Pm going out to New York this month. P'm going to 
spend a couple weeks out there filming this Mad Circle 
video. 
‘Who's going to have the best part? 
‘Me. No, I'm just kidding. I don't know. 

How did you get on the Mad Circle? Or is it just; Mad 
Circle? 
‘Mad Circle. think it was just word of mouth. Mike York 
was talking to Wing Ding and said that Seott is 
bummed on the company he's riding for right now, and 
he said something to Justin (Girardl It was a pretty 
casual thing. 
You're like the veteran now. 
Yeah, I got on 2 month after they started, back in'93. 
JT: Who on the Mad Circle team do you just hate their 
guts? 
I don't hate anybody, dude. I'm not answering these 
questions. I won't incriminate myself or anyone on my 
team, 

So, it’s your team? 
‘The team that I'ma part of. 

JT: Didn't you say that you got a headache watching 
Sustin skate? 
No. 
JT; Have you ever played “Gulliver's Travels" with Bill 
Pepper and Justin? 
‘What's that? I don't even know what that is. 
JT. It’sa giant that gets tied up by all the little people. 
‘That's fucked up. Turn the recorder off 
JT: If you were going to kick someone off the DC Shoe 
team, who would it be? Not that you hate any of them, 
but which ones don't you like at all? 
like everybody. 
JT: Okay, what about the DVS team? 
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don't you try getting a hall-cab crooked through 
Cee 

What about it? 
JT: Who do you hate on that team? 
I don't hate anybody. I don't know anybody on that team. 
JT: When we went to Burope, didn't you say that you 
could kick Kareem Campbell's ass? 
‘Yeah, right. 
JT: You are the worst shit-talker. 
Fuck that. 
JT: Talk about the time that you kicked Sean 

Sheffey’s ass. 
You got to record over these things. 
JT: Didn't you bitch-slap Bo Turner's kid behind his 
back at the Tampa contest? 
T’'m noteven going to speak. 
JT: Who do you hate more, Bo Turner or Jovontae 
‘Turner? 

Fuck you. 
JT Okay, let's go back to the time that you fought 



Sheffey. 
Hub-huh, 
JT: I heard it wasn’t even a fight, it was just you 
knocking him out. 
Shut up. What are you trying to do to me? 
JT: Didn't you grab one of Paulo Diaz's bongos, whip it 
at his face and say, “Nollie this, motherfucker”? 
No. 
JT: When you were little, did you ever bury cats up to 
their necks and run them over witha lawn mower? 
No way. I've got two cats of my own, and I love’em. 
JT: Did you listen to heavy metal when you were 
growing up? 
I didn’t really listen to that much music growing up. a 
get my fucking Quiet Riot tape and listen to one song on 
that fora month, and then get my Fat Boys tape and lis- 
ten tothat fora while.Inever really hadastyle of music 
that I followed. 
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JT; Tell me that story you told me on the way to 
Germany about Ken Block. The one with the gay hook- 
er, the little Philippino boy. 
Shut up. 
JT: How come you don't have dreadlocks? 
Tcan’t even answer these questions. 
Let'sdo word association, then. I'l say something then 
you tell me what comes to mind: Niggerettes, 
Huh? 
‘What's your favorite Wu lyric? 
Fried fish halibut. 
JT: Do you like gangsta Hip Hop or R&B bullshit? 
ike neither. ike the happy medium. The in-between 

shit, 
JT: Have you ever been part of a driveby shooting? 
Nope. Never. 
JT: How many guns do you have? 
None 

UT 

How many crack pipes? 
I don’t have any. 
JT. Were you ever a tagger? 
No, [never tagged. 
JT: Went straight to gangbanging? 
Gangbanging, yeah. 
Interview is over. 
‘Thank God; that shit sucked. Are all those questions 
‘going to come out like that? 
JT: Just shut up, Soott. Drink your milk, and eat your 
cookies. 
What are you more worried about: That well print 
what you really said, or that well make up stuff you 
said? 
1'm just wondering what the outcome will be. 
You'll definitely get your ass kicked. 
Fuck you. You'll get your ass kicked by somebody too. 
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that they popped entire buds in their mouths and began chewving them up. Judging from the 
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‘Ainsterdam has been the notorious European watering hole for skaters ever since the 
lory days of the Alva posse, but there were stlla few among us vio'd never set foot upon 
abled cobblestones before—namely myself. Tremaine and Ballard—so we were immedi 
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STARTLING IMAGES 
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OF BALLARD 
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Title: The Caged Circus Beast 

Ue ae a 

several hours | just satin a corner drinking glass after glass of water to rinse the aftertaste 
CT Nua CMU ene Nn COU OT Ee 
Ce a CMM acon eo Stoy 
Mee ese Me On ee Cy 

range of hearing. From the voices far below on the street to the snoring, farting pile of 
Ballard in the bed next to mine, my noggin was resounding in surround sound. Next up on 
the sensory menu was a tingly feeling zipping throughout my body, whereupon | realized 
| could isolate all ofits individual members and play mental “duck duck goose” with 
Cnr Rom ee MLE See Ro MD CUD 
Te ame  Euioc  e caCT 
even been breathing this whole time. So, | concentrated real hard on inhaling and exhaling 
for a while, wasting my entire experience feeling lke a Lamaze student. | considered wak- 
ing up Ballard and asking him what | should do about my situation ‘cause I'd begun to feel 
somewhat trapped and dizzy inside my trippy merry-go-round of altered states, but when 
Ree ene Un aC ae eee ee 
Seem Oe CMSs ROE aS ATE Ca 

On ae ue CR en Oc 
een ea ee ee Se) 

Ce ae eR nC nT Sou) 
Tae ene Lune ee eo CER eng) 
Zandvoort, | began to suspect that there was a heinous plot amongst the Dutch skaters— 
whom Nico had employed to chauffeur us around—to off the Americans. We'd all ques 
tioned their driving techniques many a time the previous day, but today’s display of vehic- 
MeO SC Ue RUM aCe MST Lay 
Pe est eS a ee Oe ee eon 
Ree eee ene Eon eae 
Japanese kamikaze were, and his natural instincts of selt-preservation forced him to 
swerve out a split second before impact. 
TOR ete oe cc cay 
eae Sa Se EI Rem Syeda 
TM Ro aS MD ee RE) 
‘and composed “The Ballad of Tweedie Bee and Tweedle Dim,” a woeful ite melody romant 
cizing the acts of briliance being played out by Dimitry and Balard, our two “professional” 
photographers. This afternoon's melodrama centered around “poaching’—the act of fiching 
another skate photographers flash fora stolen angle, Thus far onthe trip, vert had been an 
especially rare terrain, so Colin asked Ballard if he'd ike to shoot some photos. Mike agreed 
and proceeded to amble about, setting up his flashes. metering the exposures and whatnot, 
A ote IEC Ren ca CE Ne Ca 
Pee ee ME non a Cue ae) 
plopped his rump down, reusing to fire off a single shot lest he set of his flashes for Dimitry, 
who'd taken up roost at the other end of the bowl. For no less than a half hour the two 
Cr Mae Mote cid 
standoff while Colin and Moses scooted 
Erna ane 
Gee eo eae) 
entirely suitable one has already been 
Ceca eee ae? 
The only question remaining open to 
debate is which one oftheir heads con 
RNs 

Itshould also be noted that when 
Pe ome UL) 
entirely forgotten about Scott Johnston 
and lett him back at the hotel. We did- 
te eae Ue TTC) 
eee nn ce) 

fong. Afterall, what's a poor guy to do 
Inthe city of Amsterdam all by his fone- 
Eom CC esa KE 
EOE EF 
See aeRO eT nna SoA oT Ne 

Seer eee mete aoe eS 
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Deere ar ne Mee a Re on cy 
choice view of the penetration, my archival sixth sense warned me to sit a good cum-spit’s 
Cerra ce meCancel nO eu ee ER 
ical getup, it all came back to me: This was the Banana Lady, whose shtick involved plant- 
ing a banana in her velvet trench while volunteers from the audience nibbled at the pro- 
Cn as MCS Re Rc ern UC REM eR eS | 
forth to brave the air of her fruit baskep. So, while the Banana Lady sat there twiddling her 
thumbs, @ guy in an ape suit accompanied her onstage and began stroking his strap-on 

Scott's obviously a natural-born weed-smoker. 
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eee ae seem etm MeO sun 
is for your skin to come into contact with any unidentified liquid—espectaly some milky 
Pee One et cee oan 
cerned, seeing Huf, Tremaine and Dyrdek jump out of their skins in fright as the mystery. 
Me UCN eee sD 

When our group had originally decided to check out the sex show, Caine and Carl 
DOU nee CU eu AL 

UO ME Oe CSe a OSU Mn aCe eR) 

fall away from their packs in the streets of Amsterdam. Sure enough, before long they 

Semon UCR mae ec LLU ORCL Cea eRe 

the fellow misunderstood Caine’s response as “Fuck of and bridged the language barrier 
by introducing his fist to Caines jaw. Caine and Carl promptly broke out, but soon noticed 
the guy was taling along behind them with ane of his hands “mysteriously” tucked in 
his jacket. Catching up to them, the miscreant demanded Caine apologize to his brother for 
insulting the wares of his occupation and motioned over to a gaggle of shitty characters by 
the canal, Weighing his diminishing options, Caine decided to bolt when the man attempt 
Ee ee cies st 

MCU RRM ee EEUU ME RLU aE a 

‘which I'm about to abuse the magnificent shit out of here. The overall atmosphere of the demo. 

BUUREN RR e CE el CA 

smokers here), with thousands of sensational kids filing up the oustanding bleachers, hang- 
ing on spectacular rafters and even spiling out ono the spacious floor of the demo amongst 
the fabulous obstacles, There were so many Dutch boys inthe pant, n fact, that two separate 
CER RC GIRL Oe Us Mec ui Cc CA 

ried on his b/s flip legacy in the other. Tremaine was briefly handed the mic to emcee the 
Cece Cm Ce enna ene Cunt 
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relieved of the duty, 
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before in our lives. As they say, though, when in 
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Te aa COE ean as na i 
kind enough to give me a brief instructional prior to A ao 
ORE OE CMM aac mI . s. 
Se EUS UC eR 

juana. For the rest of the evening everyone kept 

‘asking me if | was “feeling it,” but at the time | honestly didn't feel anything “weird” hap- 
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Ceremony 
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Gee Oe coe on cue Rn ere erm Ne 
much attention tothe couple at first, but once we noticed his hands creeping up under her 
MSO MER SIU aca es cumin ROU Us 
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another, and soon it looked just like a microwave bag of popcom sounds. By the time our 
eect Ger cic e ae EIe moe ees n ces 
Mon ec ee cess ene ano 
finally did wind up leaving, Rick tried to spoil the moment by insisting Nico had bribed the 
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Class met outside to watch Hut demonstrate how to allie 
over a pole and rail. My guess is that Caine, Mike and 
‘ick will fal the test; Zandvoort, Holland. 
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You've been real low-key for 
awhile now, Did you just drop 
tut ofthe scene or what? 
Yeah, | think so. Gave i litle 
rest [was shating just was- 
sit worrying about taking pic- 
tures and stuff tke that. For a 
while | was thinking about it 
too ard he the industy. That 
bind of burned me out, but 
set into paying music too. 
‘ave you been playing alot with 
Paulo (ise? 
Yeah, | play the guitar mainly. 
We just jam, We have a new 
friend, this dude Jaime from El 
Salvador, and we're going to 
start recording, We don't really 
have a name fora band, yet 
We're ust...jammers, 
| know Paulo's got lke two mi 
lion itferent instruments; do 
you jst tart grabhing shit and 
jamming on it? 
Yeah. But not really because 
most of his instruments are to 
hart play | Hk t try every- 
thing, but for me, right now the 
tar is more universal 
How would you describe the 
srs in Sweden? 
Vm going to have tobe really 
rice about this... 

practically married, uh? 
Wea, ve been going outwith 
her for seven years. 
Holy crap. Are you going to get 
married? 
Yeah, eventually. I'm pretty 
own for that because {'m 
pretty mellow, and that's an 
ven extra mellowism, But, the 
Bits in Sweden, ™m nat going 
to li, they were pretty atrac~ 
tive. Honesty is your best pal- 
cy, Sweden had. some nice 
babes. 
Did you smoke 2 fot of weed in 
Amsteram? 
Yeah, |i, 
‘Do you smoke a ot of weed in 
seneral? 

una mano 

were pretty py ey on, the DC tour. Yea 

interview: jeff tremaine. photos: rick kosick. 

Not as much as before. | do party with 
that a lot, though. | dont like drinking 
that much, 
Was that your fist time in Amsterdam? 
io that was my tid ime. 
‘o you ike going there because you can just 
ick back in coffee shop and smoke a ot 
of weed? 
Yeah, he it, but | get bored after the sec- 
‘nd day, you know, because I'm not ening to 
Fed light it. think th highight ofthe trip 
was that we got to fly from county to coun- 
ty, We didn't have to train t—and having 
the sweet charter bus. 
Now, what about your name, Johnson. Talk 

about your ethic background, 
My dad is from Costa Rica, and my mom is 
‘fom Mexico | don’t understand why {have 
that last name, At home we never speek 
English | think it came from some sailor, 
fike my great grandfather. He must have 
sailed upto Cost Rica and came up, lke, 

on my grandma, 
hot ttle Latina? 
Yeah. Over there, people from 
Costa Rics love it. They love 
George Washington. | have this 
cousin out thre, his name is 
Georgy Washington, It's pretty 
crazy. My dad, | think he kept 
the name just because he 
thought it wold help usin the 

future over here 
So did that sailor mary your 
grandma? 
Nah. Wel, maybe fora ite bit, 
think. 
He just knocked ber up and 
sailed on? 
‘Yup. It's kind of a strange one. 
Ive had. fot of people say, 
“Dude, where did you get 
Johnson?" | don't know how to 
say ito anyone, 

How long have you been skating? 
| started in ’86—11 years t's been col. I've seen skating 
change so much in all that ime. 

What were some of your favorite times skateboarding? 
Probably filming the Bind video It just seemed ike such a 
weird project that it didnt seem ike it was even gong to hap- 
en. And when it was don, it was so good, We'd do weird shit 
lke fucking tke off at two inthe morning and goto some 
weird coffee shop in LA. beceuse, you know Mark (Gonzales), 
he just iked being out at right. So that’s when we'd do all the 
skating, like a thre in the morning. 
You got any good Mark stories? 
He was just n interesting fellow. He would calle upto come 
cover, and prety much every time he'd have the Wily Wonks 
video playing with no volume, He'd be doing other things, so 
that when he walked by the TV, he'd tip out on whatever 
scene it was. Thats just how he was. He was just a fuckin’ 
funny dude. 
How did your shoe come about? 
| used to hang with Dany (Way) ot, back in the Bind days, 
even when Girl started. | would just come down and hang out 
wit him. He was lang how to play guitar, and | was teach- 
ing him stuf. We would jam, go skate, do whatever, Then, 
when he tld me that there was team starting | didn’t even 
hesitate. it seemed cool, and then later on, | was offered 3 
shoe. wasn't going to say no, but was shocked. 
‘re you the first Latino to havea signature shoe? 
‘Yeah 'm the only existing Mercan person that has shoe, 
Mscan pro athlete Actually, think you are the only Mexican 
wit a shoe. Ob, but you know what—Caballero, 
‘Oh yeah, hut? 
He's probably got some Mexican in him. 
He doesn't speak Spanish, though. 
Yeah, but the lastname is undeniably Latin, Did you have alot 
of input in designing your shoe? 
Yeah | did need the help of Ken [Block], but | had input. tried 
to-make my shoe not cost so much so thatthe poorer kids 
could afford them. 
What’ up withthe DC poster? They kindof put you back in the 
shadows Is that because you're Mexican? 
‘know, man. Some people are ike, “What's up, DC don't have 
‘0 black skaters, and the Mevican, they put him inthe back.” 
| don't think it was intentional, 
Ave you going to start gong to schools in the Mesican neigh- 
borhoods and start speaking? 
| shoul, hut? With my guitar. | coud sng them songs. 
You could become the frst mariachi skateboarder Why dontyou 
start gearing up like ha, withthe hat andthe whole getup? Just 
start skating demos with guitar on your back—you and Paulo, 
Dude, | probably wil | want this to happen one day: to doa 
emo and then playa show. would respect any ater skater 

. | was just having fun 
wa i 
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staff angry so they made T-shirts 
with thelr pictures on it that read, 
‘Little boys who play with them- 
Pee ae oe aod 

eee aed 
grinds with perfect 2020 vision, 
proving the prophecy wrong. 
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that didn kindof music. | know Ray Barbee does 
that and Frank Hirata. f they were going to ply after 
a contest, | would love to go and check it out. No 
tatter what kind of music Just the fat that it's 
some dude that skates, you know, because skating 
isthe craziest thing and tobe able to skate and then 
do something else—you'e a wizard 
Do you think about the future alt? Like where you're 
‘ving to go after skating? 

| guess. | don't do it that much because it scares 
ime, so | just worry about right now. t's pretty good 
Fight now. just gt to heen skating 
Are you guys working on a video? 
Yeah, thnk the Chocolate videos being work on 
‘ior sure have apart in that. {kind of slept onthe 
Girt par. 
Where would you like to retire to? 
Maybe go to Costa Rica, 
Maybe you could hook up with some litle 
sir sailor? 
Start the story all over again 
But give he some fuckedup name, 
Yah, ny mom's maiden name was Pea 
Isher fist name Mara? 
Yea, how the hell dd you know? 
Because every Latino woman is named Maria, If 
you ever have a little boy, are you going to name 
him Jesus? 
Hel no 
How come Latinos can get away with that and 
whites can't? 
What, name their id Juan? 
No, Jesus, 've never meta white kid named Jesus 
‘don't know, dude | guess they're aint the Bible 
Yu knw if your name in Spanish is Maria or Jesus, 
they call you Chuy (ronounced Chewey) 
‘Cy? What does that mean? 
That's just what thy call them, 
They've seen Star Wars too many times What hap- 
pened to your hand? 
(n, this happened when | sed to take ait it and 
state around, | used to think that it ws allright. | 
Was jst skating around and not realy paying atten 

tion, and the result of that was four broken fingers 
Now you got four extra knuckles, huh? 
Yeah. | gt al kinds of broken bones, but!'m ging to 
fix them all his coming January. 'm gong o go to 
the doctor and have him rebreak them all and set 
the shit right. 
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was Huf—though not entirely 
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gift, but not when you're a mouth-breather amidst a fellowship of motherfuckers 
‘Our culinary lesson for the day en route to England was to steer clear of the 
“salmon salad" sandwich, a creamy blend of whipped salmon and mayonnaise. 
Fuck all that alien and giant sea horse shit; the only real unexplained phenom- 
Prin a kek ea 
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Many of us had great expectations for London, and | believe that’s the rea- 
son it was perceived as such a big disappointment. From the moment we first 
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us to run around in con- 
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Consequently, we were lelt to search out other things to occupy our tim 
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local skaters are dying to take the visiting American pros. Well, nt to belittle the 
marvelous marble ledges of London, but the most interesting places we skated 
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know the exact history of the name, but | 
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others as Mark Gonzales and Tomy Penny. 
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located in Brixton, a low-income suburb in 
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described as the Lansdowne of England: a Laas 
weather-beaten cement park, cracked and sprouting weeds, that served as the 
social hub to the sketchy community. The skaters tried to find a few lines here 
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Tankeelad, we managed to rig a bunch of tickets for the group in the expectan: 
cy of an unforgettable evening, but once we arrived and stood around for an 
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Bastard and Ghostface Killah (Ghostface Killah? Is it only me, or would anyone 
Sere en nO CCU Rg 
remaining Wu buddies. For some reason, 'd expected the place to go corn: 

Bree ne ke te ne Ma 
of ‘69. Raekwon kept telling us 10 put our fingers in the air and “give up love" for 
all these people | don't even know or care about, This is, incidentally, the 
biggest problem | have with the whole Hip-Hop culture in general. | wish they'd 
Pere SCN ecu cco Oca ae 
rather than waste fuck-loads of time droning on and on about their props, shout 
‘outs and push-ups. Perhaps the worst thing about this insanity is that it's influ- 
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thing interesting or conveying a message. Stop the madness. 
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already been set for us in Stockholm and Amsterdam, where the distributors 
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rotten, little bitches. So, when we found ourselves delivered to a course that had 
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the end, though, and the skaters took the necessary steps to guarantee a worth- 
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genius as well. Such is the art of making nothing look like something, 
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‘Alter soaking your brain in @ bubblebath of champagne for a while, you 
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AP PCa aS stab at the rock-star life by gloriously slurring to Bird 

\Srom the elevator, “Hey Bitd-—Get a shot of this!" Plodding back to the elevator, 
See enact sn ROMs cl Wei co Ue lied 

\ the place. 
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Double-fisting Moéts, MC living the Hip-Hop dream. 
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Photo: Just lke Lionel Ritchie, 
Colin is dancing on the celing. 

Sequence: Kick-tlip master, 





‘You can take the kid off the ledge, but you 
‘can't take the ledge off the kid. Moses, 
{akie ollie fakie crooked grind. 
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Have you ever been pissed on a pnt of pls at a pub? 
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Yeah, | have uly. The England math tm ot ny fc pub in 
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Adhering to the laws of color theory, 
Rick Howard's yellow-and-blue t's 
crooked grind to fakie makes you 
green with envy. 
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went to Australia with the DC 
‘team, and that was a fuckin’ awe- 
some tour. Lots of partying and 
drinking, cool demos. It was rad. 
Get back, and the Vancouver con- 
test comes up, and | see Rodney 

[Mullen], and he says he has to talk 
to me about something, but that he 

can't talk here. So | went to Florida to 
the XGames trials in Orlando, Florida, 
skated in that, had fun and then called 
Rodney to tell him how | did, and he 
‘said, “Rad, that's cool” 
How did you do? 
| got first place. | was pretty stoked. It 

wasn't that big of a contest, but one of my 
‘goals has always been to place first in a 
pro contest. 
Did the hometown crowd help? 
Yeah, | was pretty stoked to take it in 
Florida, So, | talked to Rodney, and he gave 
me a raise and said, “Well there's more 
‘where that came from. I'l talk to you when 
you get home.” So | fly to L.A., and we have 
this meeting at World. I's me, Rodney, Rocco, 
Vince [Krause], Chet [Thomas], Marc 
Johnson and Gershon [Mosley]. Rodney says, 
“We're going to start this new company, and we 
want you to ride for it. Wee going to call it the 
‘AcTeam” This is going on right when Plan B is 
leaving World. 
Do you think they called it the A-Team to 
fuck with Plan B? 
| really don't know anything about it, except they 

said, ‘Here, this is it” | thought it was kind of 
‘Weird, but | didn't have any other options, So | 
‘agreed to ride for them. We all quit our teams. 
Did they ask Gershon to get a Mr. T haircut? 

1 don’t know about that, So, then we did these 
‘promo photos, you know, team bullshit, and then 
went home and | got a call from Oblow who said 
that Danny [Way] and Tommy [Caudill] want to 
talk to me. | thought, “Oh shit, they're pissed at 
me’ thought they might have gotten the impres- 
sion that | stole Chet from [Platinum], which | had 
nothing to do with. So I called them and straight- 
ened things out. Then | called Danny, and he 
asked me if | would like to ride for Plan B. | said, 
“Fuck, | got to talk to Rodney and tell him what | 
want to do” 
Did you want to ride for Plan B? 
Yeah, | was definitely fucking stoked. Ive looked 
up to Danny my entire life. He's an awesome 
skater and I've always respected him, and for him 
to ask me to ride for Plan B; | was super stoked. 
‘And to ride for Plan B would make everything 
perfect, you know? Plan B, DC, Droors, it just all 

fits together. 
Did you think that it would have been weird 
riding for Droors and being on the A-Team?. 
Well, | didn't feel threatened. Rocco seems to 

think that the only reason I'm riding for Plan Bis 
because | was scared that Danny was going to 
kick me off DG. For me, everything just worked 
out. It's perfect. But | had to call and tell Rodney 
‘and Rocco, and they freaked out. | asked if there 
was any way that | was going to get my last 

‘check because | pretty much represented Prime 
to the fullest until a week before the end of the 
month. They said, “Yeah, no problem” Which is 
bullshit, because it is a problem. That was a 
‘month ago, and | stil haven't seen a check from 
those guys, and they stil sell my skateboard. 
Well, okay, cool, but at least give me royalties, 
from my skateboard. | can understand them 
being bummed that 1 quit, but they should 

respect my decision and give me what | deserve, 
Was it ever weird for you over at World? 
‘No, not reslly. | didn't hang out with Rocco that 
much, He went on the Prime tour for about a 
‘week, so we hung out fora litle and had fun. He 
‘was always cool to me, but a lot of people have 
beets with him. | don't hate the guy, but Im kinda 
‘bummed on the way he's handling the situation. 
It that's how he's going to be, then, whatever. I'm 
stil going to do what | do. 
‘What do your parents think of your career? 
My dad is proud of me. He calls me up to check 
up on me, He's happy that | took skateboarding 
to where it is now. I've been doing it since | was 
alittle kid; he never would've thought that I'd be: 
doing what I'm doing now. 
Approximately how many cars do you go 
through a year? 
I try to keep each one as long as | can 
C'mon, let's hear some car stories. 
Right when I moved to California, | bought a 95 
Civic Coupe. | had it for no longer than a month. 

| completely totaled the fucking car. | was racing 
down the freeway— 

No, 
High on cocaine? 
No, | just got in this little race with this dude, 
fost control off the side of the freeway, and 
that's all she wrote. Car gone. No insurance. | 
ended up paying about $16,000 for a car that | 
didn't even have. 
Next. 
| saved my money up for a while, and ! bought 
this Honda GRX for $3,000. Put a litle money 
into it. Didn't get insurance for some damn rea- 
son. Then one night | was driving to this gir's 
house at three in the morning and just lost con- 
trol on the freeway on this section of the 5 free 
way that they were doing construction on. 
Totaled. Gone. Wasn't that bad because that one. 
was paid for. 

Next. 
‘Went on tour, saved up some more money, and 

‘around Christmas | started looking to get anoth- 
ef, | bought a '92 Honda Civic hatchback for 
$7,000. | just paid the guy cash, so no car pay- 
‘ments. | went straight from there to the insurance 
place. 
Who the hell would give you insurance? 
There are no records of the accidents. 
So, that's the car you have now? 

Yeah, but I've had car troubles with that one too, 
{et my friend borrow it while | was in Australia, 
‘and three days before | got back it was stolen. 
it was recovered, but it was fotally stripped. 

Let's move on to the DC European tour. 
‘Any nights you remember? 
‘Oh man, there were way too many nights of 

being drunk, gambling and taking all of 
Dyrdeks and Dimityy's money. Just having 
fun hanging out with you guys and the DC 
team. 
Are you religious at all? 
1 don't think so. I ust do what | got to do. 
Do you use any drugs? 
‘No. Well 've tampered, but 'm not into it. 

Do you like candy, Caine? 
You are such a freak... 
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Do you ever look at your last 
name and go, “Fuck, the word 
GAY is in my last name”? 
Um, no. | really don't 
Have you ever humped a strip- 
per? 
‘Why do you got to put it ike that? 
Okay. Have you ever dateda strip- 
per? 
Okay, you can say that. My first girl 
friend in California was @ dancer, and 
we dated for about two years. It was 

pretty weird, but she was cool. We had 
alot of fun together. 
Js that the first stripper you ever 
dated? 
Yeah, first dancer. 
Dancer? 

and 

this one girl 

back from ‘ ae two nd werre are Rie 

seat starts 
Yeah, they call em dancers, entertainers. 
What's the most you've ever spent in one 
evening at a strip club? 

‘That would be around $1,600 for my friend Scott 
Waters’ birthday. 
How do you spend that much at a strip club? 
Itwas my boy's birthday. 
Did you hook up that night? 
| was seeing a girl from there at the time. So, 

yeah, | hooked up. 
Was she an entertainer? 
Yeah, she was a dancer. 
How many dancers have you dated? 

| don't know. The shit just happens, 
How does it happen? 
I don't know, you just say, “Come on back to the 
house, we're going to party.” Just hanging out, 
drinking or whatever, and then the shit just goes 
down, 
‘One time | heard you were driving in your car 
with two gitls— 
(Oh shit. | can't go there. That was way too gnarly 
because it involves my ex-giriend. God...I'm 
going to have to alter ita litle bit to make it sound 
‘not So weird, Ah, fuck it. Me and these two girls 
are coming back from this bar, and we're drop- 
ping this one gi off, and the git in the front seat 
starts going down on me. 'm all, "Woo! Right on!” 
The girl in the backseat is playing with herself, 
and then she leans forward and takes over for a 

little while from the backseat. 

‘And you're driving? 
1'm driving. Then, the git in the front seat takes 
‘over for a little while, again. That went on for a it- 

tle while, then we dropped off the first gil at her 
house. 
You dropped her off? Was that hard to do? 

Uh, no, it was cool. 

Okay, the last part is Jeopardy. You know how 
to play, right? Okay, this one has only one 
category, though, and it's “Caine.” 
(Okay, I'd lke to take Caine for $500. 
The coast is toast. 

‘What is the East Coast? 

killed his brother. 
Who is Cain? 
Good. 
Caine for $300. 
This plant is one of Hawaii's largest crops. 
What is candy cane? 
I'm sorry, that's wrong. The correct answer is, 
“What is sugar cane?” 
Oh, fuck me, Caine for $400. 
This is the Daily Double: Chong tricks Cheech 
into thinking that a bag of soap is this illicit 
substance. 
What is cocaine? 
Alright! 
Caine for $600. 
Orson Welles plays a newspaper tycoon in. 
this 1941 black-and-white film. 
I'm baffled. 

wee opps, 
on me.’ 

Citizen Kane. 
Alright, Caine for $700. 
‘An anesthetic commonly found in dentists’ 
offices. 
‘What is Novocain™? 
Perfect. 
$800. 
Michael Fay, an American, got one of these in 
‘Singapore for vandalism. 
What is @ cane to the back? 
Yes, or a caning, as they call it 
Caine for $900, 
Caney is a town in this state. 

Whew! Let's see...um, do you mean, how many 
ve datec? 
‘You know what | mean—have touched your 
genitals. 
Uh, let's see...hold on... think five, 
Have you ever had a threesome? 
Yes, Two or three times. 
How do you hook something like that up? 

Volcano. 
Okay, let's go Caine for $100. 
A peppermint Christmas treat. 
What is a candy cane? 
That's perfect. 
Okay, Caine for $200, 
He was the first son of Adam and Eve, and he 

sorry, that's wrong. The correct answer is The fuck if | know. 
Kansas. 
Caine for a $1,000—going for the 
win, 
This professional skateboarder 
is the subject of this interview. 
Who is Caine Gayle? 
Exactly. 
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When Mike Crum fell during his doubles routine with Rune 
Giifberg, une sensibly pretended it didn't happen and 
dropped into a solo kick-tip bis disaster. Meanwhile, 
‘Mike had scampered back up on the platform with 
the intention of initiating a litte game of dueling 

banjos with Rune. Mike's frst lick was the of” 
ts heettiip over the channel. The judges, 
of course, failed to appreciate their i 
impromptu performance. 
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fisscrossing over one another with 
hairraising near misses. The closer 
they come, the higher their points. 
Bob Bumquist and Max Schaaf got 
very close when Max proffered his 
rump and Bob landed on jt, oneoot- 
€¢ like a flamingo with his skateboard 
in his hand behind him, Mike Frazier 
also got a helping hand from his 
teammate, Neil Hendrix, who held 
Mike up while he did a handstand—an 
‘otherwise impossible maneuver. The 
pairs, however, didn’t pass each other 
nearly enough to impress the judges. 
Hawk's team, however, did. Super 
Hawk, the master of the sport, led his 
sidekick, Andy MacDonald, through a 
flawless, synchronized routine that 
can only be described as pure beauty. 
Besides doing humongous body 
spins, the Golden Boy landed on 
‘Andy's board with the edge of his own 
board, nearly breaking it in half, and 
then tradled boards with him in midair. 
‘Thanks to the genius of the high-fying 
Bird Man, the window of innovation 
has been opened once again in skate- 
boarding. Half-pipe skating faces a 
new dawn, as doubles skaters of the 
future will turn to Hawk's routine for 
both inspiration and courage. 

Counting on another superhuman 
‘skateboard display, fans showed up in 
droves to see the goat-shaped Hawk 
soar above the street course but were 
disappointed as the Godfather of 

‘Sidewalk Surfing chose to forego street 
skating to avoid injury before his main 
event: singles vertical haitpipe skating. 
Though the Winged Wonder’s presence on 
the street course was missed, we were 
‘audience to some terrific street skating. 
These are the skaters that don’t have a 
‘wooden half pipe to ride, and who see what 
the Hawk does only in their dreams. These 
are poor, underprivileged skaters that ride 
‘what they can. They tum the urban jungle 
they live in into a concrete playground. Kind 
of like Pele practicing with a grapefruit 

because he couldn't afford a soccer ball. 
Here at the XGames, these skaters pitted 
their skills against one another on obsta- 

cles identical to those found in cities every: 
where: wooden 90-degree angles, iron rail: 
ings, big curves with bars on the ledges 
and steep, plywood slopes. The average 
person walks past these objects everyday 
without noticing them, but the street 
skaters eyes are always peeled for that 
perfect quarter pipe. 

‘Knowing that there was no Bird of Prey 
in the alr, the skaters seemed more at 
ease and skated better without the Hawk's 
unnerving presence. Andy MacDonald, for 
instance, performed back flips (a stunt bor- 
rowed from aggressive inline skating) over 
the center podium bank, but it wasn’t 
enough to beat Chris Senn, whose son, 

Anakin, is nowhere near as cute as 

the Hawk's son, Riley—he's 
adorable. Senn, last year’s gold 
medal winner, repeated the win by 
Jaunching higher into the air and 

twirling his board more than any 
other competitor. 

Since the dawn of the sport, 
Tony Hawk has been the Michael 
Jordan of skateboarding, and his 

performance in the vert finals was 
example why. His final run was eas- 
ily the greatest run in skateboard 
jing’s history. To start his run, he 
put his tail on the ledge of the 
ramp and did one of the most 



STREET 
1. Chris Senn 
2. Andy MacDonald 
3. Brian Patch/ Bob Burnquist 

VERT 
1. Tony Hawk 
2. Rune Glifberg 
3. Bob Burnquist 

VERT DOUBLES 
1. Tony Hawk/ Andy MacDonald 
2. Neil Hendrix/ Mike Fi 
3. Matthias Ringstrom/ Max Dufour 

A. “HALYAI" Rune Glifberg, karate 
kick indy. 
1B. Why was the street course as black 
as night? Well, last year the BMXers 
made yucky tire marks all over every- 
thing. Jaya Banderov kick-lip grabs 
over an unblemished solar panel. 
. Pau! Higgins: Is this ‘Regular’? 
D. So, this must be ‘Switch’? Hmm. 
E. [battled with at east a dozen securt- 
ty guards everyday over the most petty 
‘of matters. The tucking assholes treated 
the event like it was a Presidential visit. 
| made this jerk cry. 
F. There is kind of a homo-erotic ele~ 
‘ment to doubles, isn’t there? Tony and € 
‘Andy, forever. 
G. When I was younger, you were a 
sissy if you couldn't bomb the hill 
standing up, but now butt-boarding Is a 
“sport.” Meet the “athletes.” Loogies! 

This photo: "They're crossing! They're 
crossing! They're crossing!” Sergie 
Ventura on top. Jason Ells on lip. 

said that he 
gave him 
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So, how did the metamorphosis from skater to teacher come about? 



something 
Did that ever happen to you? 
No, most of the Kids in high school were like, “You're the 
teacher?" because | look younger than | am. Far hal the day 
they'd just be trippin’ out that | was the teacher, 
Did you have any crazy situations in any class- 
es where the kids were acting up? 

etoile ee 

Nah, not at all, The biggest problem | had, ike | said, was just 
tripping out on the other teachers, You know, | wore a suit all 
the time, but most of the teachers would come in with a 
‘sweater with all kinds of lint all ver it. And, you know, a lot 
of these kids have to wear uniforms. Why should they have to 
\wear uniforms when the teachers look like slobs? 
‘They have to wear uniforms? 
‘They say it helps test scores and all that, but it's the parents’ 
problem. Gangsters know gangsters. | understand the whole 
idea behind the uniform: I gets you organized, you're in school 
mode, you take schoo! differently, but the problem is deeper 

than that. | mean if you'e waking up in the morning with no 
‘one home, coming home with no one home and then the par 
ents coming home all bent and yelling at them and then going 
to the bus stop and fighting with these dudes, by the time 
you're at school. think they need to work on stuff ike that, 
‘nt “put on your uniform, and everything is gonna be all right.” 
They say, also, tha it's forthe poor kids, If everyone is wear 

ing a uniform, then they'e al the same. But if kid is poor, 
he's not going to be able to wash his uniform on a regular 
basis, so he's going to wear a dirty uniform or his shoes are 
going to be fucked up. It doesn't make a difference, You can 
stil el he's poot 
So, you never had any incidents in class? 
Nah, regular stuff, when kids start to act up, I'l just be tke, 
Do you want to go tothe office?” or “Do you want to read @ 
book, because I'm trying to teach.” You can avoid problems 
ina lot of ways. Just ike getting in fights. | never get in fights 
"be around a lot of violent people or in a bad situation, and 

I just work my way out of it 
So, you never had to spank any of the kids in 
your class? 
No, no. 
No children wielding guns in your class? 
Not that | found, There were all kinds of alerts and stuf, and 
maybe some kid got stabbed or popped, but that all hap- 
pened when | was going to school, That's just life 
Did you have any ADD or Ritalin kids in your 
classes? 
Tim sure there were. | had a friend growing up who had to 
take Ritalin 
What do you think of that stuff? 
| dont know. Have you ever seen that picture that says, “Drug 
Free America”? It's got like @ 0-4 kid and he's taking some 
drug, and then its 4-12 and the kid is on Ritalin, and then 
12-18 its the appetite suppressant, 18-24 they got 
No-Doze, 24-38 they got the Prozac, 38-65 they got Zanax, 
‘and then at 65, they just got this old man in a wheelchair 
throwing everything down his throat | mean a lot of people 
‘are born with chemical imbalances, s0 | darit know. 
What was the best thing about being a 
teacher? 
Helping the few kid that you could help. | always felt that if 
the teacher wasn't into it, | wouldn't be into it, One day isnt 
enough time, but | try to find the Kids that have a problem 
and help them one on one, The bad kids, you know, that 
don't really want to be there, 'd just go, “Read a book, 
Draw" 
Did you feel you were better equipped to con- 
nect with more kids because of your age and 
you're black? 
Yeah, some kids. They'd ask teachers when | was coming 
back, and Id hear that; that was cool, 
Do you have a favorite subject? 
Maybe English or history but not really. | just really lke trip- 
ping off people. Its lke going toa party. You goto socialize, 
Tight? You don't socialize so much at school, but it's essen- 
tially the same thing, The clothes you put on, the words you 
say, who's dominating the conversation, | learn more off 
thatstudying people. You know, right when you get there, 
you find out which kid is doing good because they walk up 
and tell you everything, “Miss so-and-so usually does it ke 
this." Okay, that's the smart kid-—the teacher's pet. And then 
‘maybe there's something you're looking forall day, and final 
ly, the quiet kid says, “I's right there." An, the quiet kid, 
maybe he's the smart kid, | don't know | ike that 
Do they know you skate? 
Yeah, a few kids. By the end of the day, they'l say 
skate? That's tight.” That's what they say, “Tight, 
say that 
What's going on with skating now? 
I'm riding for 60/40, but Ive been getting hurt. | messed up 
my back real bad, It's been kind of hard, Then | hurt my 
knee, but I'm in effect right now. 
Where are you skating at now? 
Ive been riding around Venice. For awhile | was riding the 
‘Chaos bow! in Harbor City and the 23 ramp. 
What else is going on? What's next? 
| think 'm going to get my real estate license, The area where 
my parents live, alot ofthe people are moving out. We used 
to be one of the few black people, but now there ate more 
back people, so all the white people are moving, right? ™m 
figuring a lot of those people are going to try and sell their 
pads for real cheap. !'m also trying to get this art show 
together right now. i's gonna have my stuff, Lance's, Paulo's, 
Ed's, photos, whatever. Because all skaters do other shit: We 
use the words, “kckin’ back,” or “chillin,” or whatever, but 
everyone does something ese. 
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t in reality, a society whose other talents are more worthy of our attention. Their music, 

L candle to. Aside from executing 

WHOSVM FVCKIMVS CARVS 
by Dave Camie 

then we think of the Roman Empire, the thoughts are oft tainted with blood, 
wanton cruelty, orgies and bacchanalia—such is our culture. Though vio- 
lence and excess was a large part of of the ancient Roman world, it was, 

sculpture, architecture, indeed all their arts, are awe-inspiring wonders to this day. Their 
createst talent, however, was their ability to govern, One has to marvel at how ther vast 
Empire remained intact for fen centuries. At its peak, Rome stretched over two-milion 
miles including Easter Asia, Egypt, Northern Africa and nearly all of Europe. The subject 
ofthis installment of WC is one of the many Roman emperors vio, fr the bref period 
of 86 days, “ruled the world” during the year 193 A.D.: Pertinax. 

It this column were titled "Very interesting Subjects,” then perhaps Pertinax’s pre- 
decessor, Commodus, would be the feature. Commodus was a certified nutcase. During 
his 15-year reign, he spilled more 
blood than the Nazis can hold a 

every other person he met, he 
had some peculiar habits. 
Imagining himself to be the 
“Roman Hercules,” he would 
enter the gladiator’ arena, some~ 
times in women's clothes, and 
slay beasts of all kinds: lions, 
tigers, elephants, even giraffes 
His human “opponents” were 
‘nude and outfitted with lead 

F swords. As a cook, he showed 
‘reat talent by shitting in the 
food. As a surgeon, he amputat- 
ed freely. He enjoyed naming his 
patients after their modifications, 
as in the case of “Ol One Eye” ot 

” In his harem, he 
sullied the name of virtue by per- 
forming the levidest acts upon members of both sexes of all ages. It was there, at the 
‘summit of vice and infamy, that he met his death. A triumvirate of his servants decided, 
perhaps because of the hourly execution of their coworkers, that it was time for a new 
world order, They attempted to poison him but, failing that, had to employ a profession- 
all wrestler to strangle the tyrant 

With the position of emperor now open, the conspirators sought the noble Pertinax 
to ill the vacancy. 

Understandably reluctant, asthe ofice was traditionally terminated ina violent fash- 
ion, he accepted the title of Caesar in the early hours of January 1, 193 A.D. His succes- 
sion to ofice was met without resistance, but it certainly wasn't greeted with open arms, 
The Praetorians (imperial bodyguard), for one, had been sole audience to Commodus’s 
rare acts of generosity and were suspicious of the Prince's reported cause of death: a 
stroke, They stifled ther suspicions and grudgingly recognized Pertinax as emperor 

Immediately he set to dressing the woundls inflicted by the hand of tyranny. With & 
frugalness never seen in our own government, he auctioned Commodus's estate and paid 
all debts with its profit. He reduced imperial banquets and cut all palace expenditures in 
half. The innocent who had been exiled or imprisoned were returned their honorable posi- 
tions and estates. And despite the treasury’s emptiness, he had the generosity to remit all 
the oppressive taxes invented by Commodus. He told the Senate that he was "better sat- 

E isfed to administer a poor republic with innocence than to acquire riches by the ways of 
tyranny and dishonor.” As with any Goody Two-shoes, his vituousness was misunder- 
stood, mostly by those who had their unearned privileges stripped from them, but also 
by the Praetorians who didn't favor the idea of a boss who expected them to actually 
‘work, On March 28, 198 A.D., they marched upon the palace, took Pertinaxs head off his 
body and put it on the end of a stake, despite all the wonderful things he had done and 
promised he would do. In all their hastiness, though, they had forgotten to find a replace 
‘ment. Not knowing what to do with such a large piace of property, they decided to put the 
Roman Empire on the auction block. It was purchased by one Didius Juianus, who faired 
even less well than Pertinax, surviving the office only 60 days before they chopped his 
head off. SPOR, 



DK3 Neutrons 
Well it seems they/ve finally found a way to sell more cologne 
to the kids of the hipster set—audio aroma for those strung- 

cout days and hopped-up, smoky evenings reading Rilke 
amongst your Lower East Side friends. Vincent Gallo and all 
that shit. No, realy. This is damn fine music by a duo that 
consists of guitarist Duane Denison of the Jesus Lizard and 
drummer James Kimball, formerly of the Laughing Hyenas 
‘and Mule. Now, whereas those two outfits were mandatory soundtracks for punk-rock club- 
bing and double-wide, beer-soaked cookouts, the Denison/Kimball Trio play music to be heard 
\while string through William Burroughs's Naked Lunch Interzone. Did that go over your 
head, skate punk? Il give it to you plain and simple: drugged-up free jazz thal sink you into 
somnambulistic submission —Greg E. Boy 

The Dandy Warhols Gome Down 
Since returning from my trip to Amsterdam and ending my 
28-year-long resistance fight against the evils of ilict drugs, 
it should only be a matter of time before | begin dabbling in 
heroin. | already have the veins of a fuckin’ champ, so in the 
event | do become a free-wheelin’ junkie someday and have 
to resort to selling off my CDs to score some H, this one here 
will probably be the only one I'll keep. This GD sounds a lot 
like how it feels to come down off a wild ride on the “white horse," | imagine, and would make 
‘nice accompaniment to waking up naked and strung out on the hardwood floors of a bare, 
sunlit room. Now if they'd only change their Goddamn name, because it's Impossible for me 
to verbally recommend them to anyone. Saying “The Dandy Warhols” out loud has to be like 
the equivalent of getting mouth-raped.—Cliver 

Buck-O-Nine Twenty Eight Teeth 
Buck-O-Nine? Just what the fuck is that supposed to mean? 
‘There's only seven people in the band, soit can’t be a numer- 
ical concept. And it can't be some guns-and-ammo thing 
because that would be thirly-ought-six. Could it be they want 
you to pay nine bucks for this record? | dunno. But one thing 
is for sure, | wouldn't pay a penny for this fucking watered- 
down ska-core crap. May the Mighty Mighty Bosstones burn 
iv hell for the useless shit like this and the Suicide Machines, Goldfinger and MU330 they've 
aiven birth to. Brace yourself, it can only get worse.—Greg E. Boy 

U.S. Bombs Buy U.S. Bombs 
The other night my band, the Smut Peddlers, was supposed 
to play with the U.S, Bombs. They got there a lite late, so 
after we finished playing, | went outside to see what was up. 
All| saw was this huge security guard pushing the U.S. 
Bomb’s singer, Duane Peters, into a corner, He was telling 
‘Duane he was gonna make him “suck my dick like they do in 
the pen" and when he finally got to “I'l ass-rape you,” one of 
the Bomb’s crew hit him with “like they did to you" and ran. From what | understand, this CD 
was their frst recording, and it was a record, Now, it's their third CD. A fourth is coming out 
soon—and it's good—but this will definitely hold you over—Gish Thaxton 

[Tae fees 

Me First and the Gimme Gimmes Have a Ball 
What a bunch of bullshit this is: A bunch of greasy-haired, 
side-burned, bowling-shoe-wearing Kooks who deliver a 
‘whole album full of covers. C'mon fellas, how difficult is it to 
cover @ fucking song. Especially songs like “Seasons in the 
‘Sun” (been done a thousand times), “Mandy,” “Rocket Man” 
(another overplayed cover), "Uptown Girl” and “Me & Julio 
Down By the Schoolyard.” | can't go on any further. ! won't 

subject you to thelist of covers that | had to listen to. Lame. Go write your own fucking songs. 

Maybe, just maybe, someone will actually pay for that. Sadly, the band sounds really good; 
its just that they've fallen victim to a bad idea—Greg E. Bay 

pluses eS 

Oxbow Serenade in Red 
| think I'd heard this band before but | don't know. They had 

previous albums out, but | don't think they were on ‘SST. How 

it that SST used to have some of the best bands ever to play 

music on their label, and then they fucked everything all up, 

and they all left. Just to name a few, there was Sonic Youth, 

Meat Puppets, Bad Brains, Black Flag (well, Greg Ginn is stil 
around), last, Minutemen and St. Vitus—the greatest hes- 
sians alive and locals atthe Thirsty and Miserable club in Redondo Beach, California. Anyway, 
'd lost interest with the label since those days, so | haven't heard too much of their new: 

bands, but | actually like this band. They rock and havea singer who tries to tbe like David Yow 

abit, but it isn't too bad. | liked the album from start to finish, and to further sell the album, 
the master engineer himself, Steve Albni, recorded some of the album, So, either they paid 
him a lot of money for his recording talents or he actually enjoys the band or maybe he had 

to record the album for payment of a previous sexual encounter—who knows. —Chris Reed 

Ballgagger Ache 
Sometimes when my ex-oirtriends would yell at me, I'd try 
humming along to make musi. It made it beter, almost fun. 
Now, with my new Ballgagger CD, | hear it recorded. I've 
known these here girls for awhile now, except their new babe 
cof a bassist they're using for tour. The original bassist and | 
‘were arrested together for B and E, She walked; | did nine 
‘months in jail. The singer/guitarist and | were close for a 
while, but now she doesn't talk to me, The drummer talks to me when she feels like it! think 
they want me bad and just can't express themselves, Ballgagger's CD is good. It's not tke all 
the other ame, dyke girl bands on the radio. Anather great Theologian CD.—Gish Thaxton 

Slider Sudden Fun 
'm not quite sure why this album is called Sudden Fun 
because it really isn’t fun unless you enjoy listening to crappy 
music. Slider is the name of the band, and when | hear that, 
all | can think about is ass-sliding, Ass-sliing isn't butt-fuck- 
ing or anything perverted like that. Its what they did in Rad, 
the greatest BMX movie of alltime and actualy quite possibly 
the best movie ever made. To ass-slide, you must first find 
someone you wish to spend some quality time with and not be afraid to hold tight or get wet 
with, Then, go to your neighborhood creek or reservoir and slide down the moss-covered 
pipes into the water. Now, that’s fun. Radalso had a great soundtrack with the highlight being 
Go West doing "Send Me an Angel.” Sider wants to be the '90's version of Go West, but they 
aren't even hal as talented. | know that all bands can't be as good as Go West, but I've dedi- 
‘cated my life to finding a band that can fil my heart with as much joy as they do.—Chris Reed 

Huffamoose We've Been Had Again 
{ve hutfed a lot of shit in my day: nitrous-oxide balloons, rush 
and airplane glue, but never moose. Thank God at that, too, 
because if this is what you sound like after huffing moose, 

‘then | want no part of it. How do bands like this get signed? 

‘What executive's dick are they sucking? Really, | want to 

know. Why is it that all the really fucking good bands toil in 

‘obscurity while shit like this gets fat cash advances from 

super indi labels like Interscope? Yo, Interscope, if you want to know what the public, the 
kids, like, then give me a call. I'd fucking be the best A&R man you ever saw, delivering the 

‘goods with serious hit makers. Not slop like ‘this that is destined to fade away and maybe get 

their video on late-night rotation on VH1. Really | tried to find something good about this 
record—and thet was in te liner notes where they thanked Schooly D-—Greg E. Boy 

HUFFAMOOSE 

Sleep Capsule Pink Eye 
Isn't pinkeye one of those viruses you get from kissing too 

much? | wonder if these guys in the band have groupies they 

kiss on, before and after their shows. If they do, | sure hope 

they're eating balanced meals covering all the four major food 

‘groups, as well as taking plenty of vitamin C. Being from 

Seattle, Washinglon—an area wel-known fr its quantity and 
‘quality of groupies—Sleep Capsule sure are lucky. The best 

groupies in Seattle are from Federal Way, a nice, quiet ‘suburb, which is the home of some 

reat progressive metal bands, such as Street Child. | met some of the members of Street 
Child, and I'd have to say they're definitely living the life of rock stars. Niget— think he’s the 

drummer—has hair covering 80% of his body and loves Spandex but still has 30-year-old 

rocker moms all over him. I'm not saying he’s ugly; he's just no Val Kilmer, star of the hit 

movie Wilow—Chris Reed 



IVE: |is an odd, young fellow who is either from Poa ead Mars; he won't give us a straight answer. Metal |is on the verge of ii ei Cee ee eee Cones int eer ect fee oie ny ele a ene Lee aac Ce Toray Wien ent ae and ed coeUaa eee Raa eee Erm ee sinatra ey een ee re aiibutes the success of his at to his lack of socal graces. Metal | is hated by Heb eneeilaled cL LAT wt ket an mer Paid LC ood ot ee Tey Ikes good music, and because there isso litle of tout there these eae] Sanita aad cee an ToT Tra eee ‘eview Some of the crap we get here at the offices. —Dave Camie 
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